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Report No: 

Meeting Date: 

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District 

STAFF REPORT 
TO: Planning Committee 

AC Transit Board of Directors 

FROM: David J. Armijo, General Manager 

SUBJECT: Bus Stop Benches 

BRIEFING ITEM 

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S): 

14-262 

October 8, 2014 

Consider receiving report on the possibility of installing benches at bus stops for lines that have 
30 minute headways or more during the peak period. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

Since 1999, local jurisdictions have been responsible for installing and maintaining bus 
benches. The District can coordinate with the local jurisdictions on the installation of benches 
through use of a third-party advertising company or through local development projects. 

The primary advertising agency, Bench Ad, acquires permits with local jurisdictions to install 
advertising benches exclusively at bus stops. A variety of non-advertising benches have also 
been installed as part of streetscape or local development projects. 

There are over 5,500 active bus stops in the AC Transit District. In order to determine which bus 
stops can accommodate a bus bench, staff analyzed the active bus stops, applying these criteria: 
frequency of service (routes with 30 minute or greater frequency), lack of benches, ridership 
(stops with greater than five boardings), and sidewalk limitations. Approximately 510 District bus 
stops can accommodate a bus bench. 

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT: 

The cost of installing benches at these bus stops ranges from $700,000 to 1.2 million, depending 
on the style and size of the bench. The ongoing maintenance cost range is from zero for 
advertising benches to $520 per bench for non-advertising benches. 

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE: 

This report is being provided at the request of a Board member for a preliminary analysis on the 
development of a bus bench program along routes with 30 minute frequency or less. Staffs 
analysis includes: 

1. An assessment of stop locations that meet the criteria for a new bus bench, as 
established by staff. 
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2. Alternatives for a bus bench implementation program and the associated costs. 

Bus Bench Locations 

The criteria for identifying bus stops able to accommodate a bench include: 

1. Route frequency (30 minutes or greater) 
2. Passenger boardings per stop (greater than five passengers) 
3. Sidewalk space limitations 

Table 1 below shows the breakdown of targeted bus stops according to the criteria process 
described above. Seven hundred stops with 30+ minute headway have zero boardings per day. 
Another 1,201 of these stops have one to five boardings per day. There is low ridership at these 
bus stops because many of them function primarily as the drop-off stops for passengers' 
destinations. The bus stops for the return trips meet the ridership criteria for this analysis. 

Table 1. Candidate Bus Stops for New Bench Installations 

Total Active Bus Stops 5,509 Total Bus Stops 
with 30+ Minute Headways 

with No Bench 
2,920 

Bus Stops Removed Due to Low Ridership 

Less Bus Stops with no boardings per day -700 

Less Bus Stops with 1 to 5 boardings per day -1201 

Total Bus Stops > 5 passenger boardings per day 1,019 

Bus Stops Removed Due to Sidewalk Space Limitations 

Less Bus Stops with space limitations (est. 50%) 509 

Total Bus Stops for potential new benches 510 

Bench installation requires a level concrete area that does not reduce the 4 foot wide path of 
travel as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). However, bus stops are 
frequently located in grassy medians and areas where there is insufficient space for a level 
concrete surface for bench installation. 

Staff assessed a representative sample of 194 bus stops and found that 71% do not have 
sufficient space to accommodate a bench. Figure 1 below depicts a typical example of a bus 
stop in our service area with insufficient space for a bench. A bench will not fit at the bus stop 
shown without restricting the ADA path of travel or the required landing area for bus ramp 
deployment. As a result of these factors, staff estimates that at least 50% of bus stops with 30+ 
minute headways and no bench have space constraints prohibiting potential bench installation. 
Using the 50% estimate, approximately 510 bus stops are considered to be "implementation 
ready" for bus bench installation. Staff recommends more in-depth analysis to determine the 
feasibility of minor sidewalk improvements (such as covering the grass with concrete or 
creating corner bulb outs) in order to provide the space necessary for new bus benches at more 
locations. 
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Figure 1. Example of Bus Stop with Space Constraints for a New Bus Bench 

Bench Program Options 

Advertising Benches vs. Non-advertising Benches 

There are several cost/funding factors that further complicate bus stop bench implementation, 
including: capital costs, installation, ongoing maintenance and liability. 

Businesses such as Bench Ad offer bench installation and maintenance. Bench Ad currently 
provides the majority of the benches at AC Transit bus stops through contracts with the local 
jurisdictions. A typical installation is pictured below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Example of Advertising Benches 

Bench Ad accepts requests for advertising benches directly from AC Transit or the local 
jurisdiction, usually at no cost. It is possible that many more advertising benches could be 
installed in phases at bus stops in the District. However, additional factors, such as municipal 
code restrictions on advertising and the aesthetics of the bench design, need to be determined 
before staff would proceed with a district-wide bus bench implementation plan via Bench Ad. 

In addition to the restrictions identified above, Bench advertising is not always allowed or 
practical on streets with low traffic volumes. In these situations, the jurisdiction, neighborhood 
or developer always has the option to purchase off-the-shelf non-advertising benches directly 
from bench manufacturers such as Tolar Manufacturing or other industrial suppliers. Local 
jurisdictions often install these as part of street enhancement efforts. 
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Figure 3 shows a style of non-advertising bench used by the City of El Cerrito (City). The City or 
businesses own and maintain these benches. 

Figure 3. Example of Non-advertising Bench 

Staff is currently collecting inventory information on advertising benches by jurisdiction and the 
municipal codes that determine where advertising benches can be placed. The following 
jurisdictions are currently known to have advertising bench installations: County of Alameda, 
County of Contra-Costa, and the Cities of El Cerrito, Oakland, and San Leandro. 

In lieu of data on ordinances restricting advertising, Table 2 provides a preliminary review of 
costs for 510 non-advertising benches. To approximate the potential costs for bench purchase, 
installation and maintenance, three cost estimates (high, medium, and low) are shown for 
potential bench implementation. The first year of bench implementation includes both capital 
and annual maintenance costs and is estimated to cost between $700,000 and $1.2 million. This 
reflects a range between low and high capital cost estimates, holding installation and annual 
maintenance costs constant . Staff projects that ongoing maintenance costs would be an 
estimated $265,200 per year. It is important to note that AC Transit currently does not directly 
maintain any street furniture (benches, shelters, trash receptacles, etc.) associated with our bus 
stops. 
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Table 2. Estimated Capital Expenditure and Annual Maintenance Costs for 510 Non
Advertising Benches 

Annual 
Maintenance 

Installation (est. $10 each First Year 
Estimate Cost per (est. 20% Capital bench per Implementation 
Scenario bench* Quantity cost) Expenditure week) (est.) 

High $1,500 510 $300 $918,000 $265,200 $1,183,200 

Medium $1,000 510 $200 $612,000 $265,200 $877,200 

Low $750 510 $150 $459,000 $265,200 $724,200 
*Costs per bench based on quote from To/or Manufactoring Inc. 

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES: 

The primary advantage to having benches at bus stops is that it provides a place of rest for 
elderly and disabled bus patrons. 

The disadvantage to having benches at bus stops is that benches tend to get cluttered with 
trash and graffiti, resulting in new responsibilities and maintenance costs. 

AC Transit does not currently have existing contracts or partnerships with jurisdictions to 
handle the new costs for potential bench purchase, installation, and ongoing annual 
maintenance. 

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS: 

Because this report does not recommend an action, there is no alternatives analysis. 

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTIONS/POLICIES: 

None 

ATTACHMENTS: 

None 

Department Head Approval: Dennis W. Butler, Acting Chief Planning, Engineering and 
Construction Officer 

Reviewed by: Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development 
Bill Coffel, Scheduling Manager 
Linda Morris, Senior Transportation Planner 

Prepared by: Mary Archer, Transit Projects Supervisor 




